
IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE :::: BONGAIGAON.

Sessions Case No.L8(S)/L993.
U/S 304 Part II IPC

(Arising out of C.R. Case No. 1393 Cl19B7)

State of Assam

Vs.

Sujit Saikia .........Accused.

PRESENT r Sri Binod Kn Chetri,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED :

For the State

For the lccused

; Sri R. Barmon, Public Prosecutor

; Sri Bijoy Choudhury, Advocate
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Date of Aroument: 05.12.2019.

Date of Judgment : L9.12.20L9.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

The brief fact as revealed from the complaint dated

L5.L2.1987 (Ext 5) of Rohendra Chomframary is that O.C Bengtol Out

Post i.e the accused Surajit Saikia arrested the complainant's brother

Phonen Chomframary at about 4 A.M from the house of his father-in-law

Sri Kandura Islary and mercilessly beat him causing grievous injuries

for which Phonen Chomframary became senseless and thereafter the

accused took Phonen Chomframary to R.N. Brahma Hospital but

Phonen Chomframary died in the hospital. The dead body was sent to

Dhubri for post mortem.
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The complaint was filed before the learned Chief

Judicial Magistrate, Kokrajhar, who registered as a complaint case no.

t3g3 C1BT and transferred the case to the Judicial Magistrate, Ist Class.

The Magistrate recorded the statement of the complainant U/S 200

Cr.p.C. While recording the statement of the complainant it transpired

that an FIR in this regard has already been lodged before the

Superintendent of Police, Kokrajhar for which the learned Magistrate

vide order dated 15.L2.1987 called for a report from the Superintendent

of Police, Kokrajhar and also called for the post mortem report from the

Civil Hospital, Dhubri. The Superintendent of Police, Kokrajhar

informed the learned Magistrate that no such ejahar has been lodged and

rather Sujit Saikia (accused), the In-charge of Bengtol Out Post under

Sidli Police Station has lodged an ejahar by the accused of assaulting his

staff Abdul Wahed and Abdul Rahim Pradhani when they attempted to

arrest the deceased wanted in several criminal cases. The same is

reflected in the order dated 07.01.1988.

3. The statement were recorded and thereafter the

learned Magistrate took cognizance of the offence U/S 302 IPC and

issued bailable warrant of arest against the accused vide order dated

08.04.1988. On the appearance of the accused copies of the case were

furnished to the accused and as the case was exclusively triable by the

Court of Sessions, the learned Magistrate vide order dated 22.07.1988

committed the case. On tl-re appearance of the accused before the Court

of Sessions, charge U/S 304 Part II IPC was framed against the accused

considering the materials on record. The accused pleaded not guilty.

Contd....
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Points for determination :-

i) Whether on 27.11.87 ot about 4 A.M at Roni

Sundqri under Sidli Police Station, did comrnit

culpable homicide not amounting to nturder by

cousing such bodily injury to Phonen

Chamframary ond thereby committed an offence

ds punishable u/s 304 Part II IPC ?

For the security reason the accused approached the
lif :. ' 
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'...,,. '. dated 23.04.1991 of the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court passed in Criminal

Original Application No. 196/1-991, it is seen that the Hon'ble Fligh

Court was pleased to transfer this case from the Court of Sessions,

Kokrajhar to the Court of Sessions Judge, Dhr-rbri. Seen another copy of

the order dated 27.05.1991. of the Hon'ble High Court in the same

Criminal Original Application No. 196/1991 whereby it is reflected that

the petition was moved by the complainant of this case for modification

of the order of transfer of this case to the Court of Dhubri and the

Hon'ble High Court afforded an opportunity to the petitioner Sujit Saikia

to file affidavit and in the meantime stayed the operation of the earlier

order dated 23.4.L991.. Subsequently in terms of order dated 18J2.1992

the case was transferred from the Sessions Judge, Kokrajhar to the

Sessions Judge, Bongaigaon as revealed from the order dated 12.02.1993

of Sessions Judge, Kokrajhar. The case record was put up before this

Court on 02.04.1993 and the case proceeded for evidence. The trial

dragged on for one reason or another and the matter was fixed for

argument on 10.06.2009. The accused filed petition with a prayer to

examine Sri T.C.Jain, the then Judicial Magistrate at Kokrajhar, who
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recorded the initial statement of the witnesses, one doctor and the

accused himself. Learned Additional Sessions Judge before whom the

trail proceeded after transfer of the case to his file, allowed the accused

to adduce his evidence and rejected the other two prayers. Against the

said order the accused preferred Criminal Revision Petition No.

37712009 before the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court and the same was

disposed of vide order dated and judgment dated 72.02.2009 whereby the

Hon'ble High Court has allowed the accused to examine one doctor from

Civil Hospital Bongaigaon and the learned Magistrate concerned, if

available, or the person who is acquainted or familiar with the signature

of the Magistrate. Thereafter the accused appeared before this Court on

16.08.2019.

5. Heard learned Senior advocate Sri Bijoy Choudhury

for the accused he submitted that the defence no more pursue the

examination of the Magistrate and will examine the doctor in respect of

the post mortem report and then if required will adduce the evidence of

accused himself. Accordingly one doctor from Bongaigaon Civil

Hospital was summoned through the Joint Director of Health Services,

Bongaigaon and he was examined as DW 1-. The accused was examined

himself as DW 2.

Prosecution has examined the following witnesses :

PW 1 : Sri Santal Narzary.

PW 2 : Sri Kandura Islary, father-in-law of the

deceased

PW 3 : Sri Anda Ram Basumatary.

6.

Contd....
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PW 4 : Smti Manashi Chomframary.

PW 5 : Dr Raj Kumar Mahato to prove the post

mortem report.

PW 6: Sri Rohendra Chomframary, the

complainant and the brother of the deceased.

7. The defence plea is that of denial of any such torture

or custodial death and that the death was caused due to the illness and

cardiac failure.

B. In order to reach out a just decision it is felt pertinent

to discuss the prosecution evidence in a nut shell. This is a case with

allegation of custodial death and the charge framed is u/s 304 Part II of

IPC. The person died is Phonen sampramari. Let us first discuss the

medical evidence relating to the cause of death of Phonen Sampramari.

Medical Evidence

PW-S (Dr. Raj Kumar Mahato) was examined by the

prosecution to prove the Postmortem report conducted by Dr. A.B.s

Ahmed at Dhubri Civil Hospital on 21-Ll-tg97. It is submitted that this

case is of Sidli PS which falls under the District of Kokrajhar and during

that time there was no facility for conducting postmortem ar Kokrajhar

Civil Hospital and the postmortem examinations of that District were

conducted at Dhubri Civil Hospital.

Ext-4 is the postmortem report in respect of the

postmortem done on Phonen Sampramari, aged about 25 years on 21-11-

L9B7 by Dr. A.B.S Ahmed at Dhubri Civil Hospital in connecrion with

Bengtal Outpost GD entry no. 323 dated 21,-L1,-1987. As per the

allegation in the FIR dated 21-11-1987 of Rahendra Sampramari brother

of Phonen Sampramari was caught by the accused at around 8:00 AM

Contd.....
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from the house of sri Kandura islary, the father-in-law of the informant

and the accused mercilessly assaulted the informant brother resulting in

serious injuries for which he was taken to Rup Nath Brahma, civil
Hospital Kokrajhar for treatment but his brother succumbed to injuries.

The findings as per the post mortem report are as follows:-

i) one robust healthy male body

ii) Heart is full, found enlarged. On cut section,

Petechial hemorrhage detected at the interior wall of left venuicle.

iii) Bruise wounds mentioned are not sufficient to cause death.

The opinion regarding the death is that "the death is due to cardiac

failure"

Postmortem reflects :-

1. Rigor mortis was absent

2. MLrltiple bruise marks above right ankle joints, on

the chin and on right toes.

3. Heart found enlarged shows petechial hemorrhage

at the interior wall of left ventricle 7a cm X 3/q cm

4. Right kidney smaller in size cut section shows

yellowish masses and left kidney healthy.

The defence examined Dr. Pushpendu Das as DW 1

to clarify the injuries in Ext-4. The doctor was asked whether the

multiple bruise wound over the right ankle joint, on the chin and on right

toes can cause cardiac failure. The reply of the doctor is as follows:-

" Cardiac failure is for preexisting decease and

simply for multiple bruise wound over the right ankle joint, on the chin

and on right toes there cannot be any sudden cardiac failure. Sudden

tension for any reason may aggravate the heart decease resulting in

cardiac failure."W
:..q!yrF+$ tr':tl$t}
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O T H E RPRO S E CU T I ON EVI D E N C E

PW 1 (Sri Santal Narzary) deposed that on that day

at about 4:00 A.M he was going towards Dhaligaon with his cycle loaded

with fire wood and he saw the accused Police Officer taking away

Phonen Chomframary. He went nearby and the accused enquried as to

whether he knows Phonen Chomframary and assaulted him also. He

saw blood coming out from the nose and mouth of Phonen

Chomframary and on that day itself in the evening he heard about the

death of Phonen Chomframary. According to him the health of Phonen

Chomframary was fine. In his cross-examination he stated that his age

was of 13 years at that time and at that time it was a summer day. He

was not aware whether Phonen Chomframary was well or sick. He had

not seen Phonen Chomframary for long time prior to that day of arrest.

There were about 25 Police persons including the accused.

From the evidence of PW 1 it is seen that he had not

seen Phonen Chomframary long time prior to that day of incident and he

cannot say whether Phonen Chomframary was healthy or not. The

incident is of month of November and he stated of the summer clay

incident.

PW 2 (Sri Kandura Islary) is the father-in-law of the10.

(l
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deceased. According to him during the time of incident Phonen

Chomframary used to stay in his house and his health was fine. On that

day in the morning in-charge Bengtol Out Post Sujit Saikia alongwith

1,51L6 Police persons came to his house, arrested Phonen Chomframary,

assaulted Phonen Chomframary and took him to thana. On that day in

the evening he heard about the death of Phonen Chomframary. He had

seen abrasion on the head and shoulder of Phonen Chomframary. In his

Contd....
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cross he stated that the house of the father of Phonen Chomframary is

opposite to his house. Phonen Chomframary's mother is alive. The

incident is in the month of November. There are houses of 15 / 20

person near his house. Police came at about 4: 00 A.M to his house. He

was sleeping at that time and hearing sound 'dhum-dhum', he wake up

and fled away from the house. The nearby people also fled away. He

has not seen whether the Police took away Fanandra Chomframary to

Bengtal Out post, which is about two miles away from his house.

11. From the evidence of PW 2 it is seen that Phonen

chomframary staying in his house since last one week and the reason is

shown is that due to erosion the house of Phonen Chomframary was

damaged. Police came to his house at about 4:00 A.M and hearing the

sound of "Dhum-dhum' he fled away and so do the neighbours. He has

not seen the Police taking away Phonen Chomframary. If that be the so

he can not see the Police person assaulting Phonen chomframary and as

such his testimony in examination-in-chief is not believable. He has also

stated that due to erosion the house of Phonen Chomframary was

damaged for which Phonen chomframary was staying in his house for

Iast one week. It was the month of November and during the month of

November there is no flood and as such there cannot be erosion. If the

house was damaged and Phonen Chomframary was staying in his house,

why then the parents and other family members of Phonen

chomframary was not staying in his house and there is no evidence that

they were staying at some other place.

fi
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72. PW 3 (Sri Anda Ram Basumatary) deposed that he is

resident of Anthaibari and from there to Ranisundari is about one mile
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distance. On that day when he went to attend the nature call he saw the

Police Officer, Sri Sujit Saikia and some other Police persons taking

away Phonen Chomframary and he saw blood on the mouth of Fanandra

Chomframary. Police met him, enquired him about his house, pushed

him towards Phonen Chomframary and assaulted him. Phonen

Chomframary was assaulted with lathi. He has not visited the house of

Phonen Chomframary prior to tl-ris incident and he doesn't know their

condition. There are about 50 people in his village. His neighbours are

Tharan, Mowriya and Himcharan. PW 3 stated that the distance between

his village and that of Rupsundari of about one mile and on that day early

in the morning when he was going to the toilet the accused and other

Police persons bringing Phonen Chomframary and after enquiring him

about his house the Police persons assaulted him also. There was no

reason for the Police Officer to assault him and it is also hard to believe

that the Police persons took the jor-rrney of about one mile on foot to

bring Phonen Chomframary from village Rupsundari and go by the

village Anthaibari. It appears that the distance between the house of PW

2 and that of PW 3 is not at a distance of one mile or the accused has not

gone walking for one mile from the house of PW 2 and crossed before

the house of PW 3. There was vehicle and the accused would have

covered the distance on vehicle and not on foot. There was no reason for

the accused to assault PW 3.

13. PW 4 ( Smti Manashi Chomframary) deposed that

on that day she and her husband Phonen Chomframary were staying in

her parents house at Ranisundari. At about 4.30 A.M, Police party came

there and asked to open the door of the door. On the opening of the door

the accused SLrjit Saikia came inside and dragged him or-rtside the house.

-'5i6;1irS 'lr:dgO
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After taking him out the accused person and other assaulted her husband

with rifle and lathi. She prevented the accused and his staff and

thereafter took away her husband. She followed them to some distance

and in evening at about 3:00 P.M she got the information about the death

of her husband. She denied her husband suffering from any ailment.

According to her, her husband died on the assault of the Police party. Ext

3 is her statement before the Magistrate. In her cross she stated that

presentiy she is married to another person. She and her husband came on

the earlier day to visit her father. Her uncle stays on the western side of

the house of her father, on the southern side there is house of Dijen

Basumatary. At the time of the incident her mother and brother were in

the house. She doesn't know whether the matter was informed to the

Superintendent of Police, Kokrajhar or not.

14. PW 5 is doctor who proved the post mortem report,

as discussed above.

15. PW 6 (Sri Rohendra Chomframary) is the elder

brother of the deceased. He filed the complaint on 2L.ll.I9B7. His

evidence is that because of erosion by the river Aie in their village Rani

sundari they have taken shelter in a Government house and his brother

Phonen Chomframary took shelter in his father-in-laws house,

fromwhere the accused forcefully took his brother Phonen Chomframary

on that day. All along the way his brother was mercilessly beaten by the

Police persons under the leadership of the accused and they admitted him

in Civil Hospital Kokrajhar on 22.L1,1987. At about 10 : 30 P.M he

visited the Civil Hospital Kokrajhar and found him dead. The dead body

was handed over to them on 22.11.1987 at about 2 : 00 P.M. In his cross

[$,"rrifinirJdtilt
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he stated that he got the information about the arrest of his brother from

his mother at about 4:00 A.M while he alongwith his mother were

staying in a relief camp. At that time his family members compromise of

his parents namely smti Manashi chomframary and Nindistri

chomframary alongwith four sisters. He did not visit the Bengtol

outpost or sidli Police station. He visited rhe Hospiral on22.11.1987 at

about 10:30 A.M. His initial statement was recorded by the learned

Magistrate on 15.12.1987. Ext 5(2) and Ext 5(4) are his signatures.

DISCUSSION, DEC/SION AND REASONS ruIEREOF

16. So far rhe death of phonen Chomframary is

concerned there is no dispute. The arrest of Phonen Chomframary and

his death while in Police custody is also not disputed by the defence. The

evidence on record fr-rlly establishes this fact. The post mortem report

confirms the death of Phonen chomframary. The only question to be

decided is whether Phonen chomframary sLlccumbed to the injuries

inflicted upon him by way of torture while in police custody.

Ext 5 is the complaint of Rohendra Chomframary

(Pw 6) and it is mentioned therein rhar wirh regard to the allegation

made therein he has lodged an FIR to rhe Superintendent of police,

Kokrajhar on 21.11.1987 itself but no action has been taken for which he

was compelled to file this complaint petition.

T7,

18.
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Learned defence counsel submitted that the filing of

the FIR before the Superintendent of Police is not correct as because the

Court has called for the report from the Superintendent of police,

Kokrajhar as revealed from the order dated rs.l2.rg}7 and rhe

superintendent of Police accordingly informed that no such FIR has been

Contd....
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received or case registered, rather the accused has filed a FIR in respect

of the assault to his constable staff when they went to apprehend the

deceased. The same is reflected from the order dated 07.01.1988. While

going tlrrough the record, xerox copy of that FIR dated 2l.ll.L997 of

Rohendra Chomframary addressed to the Superintendent of Police,

Kokrajhar is seen on the record. There is receipt also seen by Home

guard (name not legible). Whether the same was placed before the

Superintendent of Police or not, the same is not known. The contents

therein is quite similar to the one made in the complaint petition (Ext 5).

19.

20.

The sum and substance of the complaint petition,

copy of FIR and the prosecution case is that on 2t.11-.LgB7 at about 4

A.M the accused alongwith his staff apprehended Phonen Chomframary

from the house of the Kandura Islary (PW 2), father-in-law of the

deceased. The allegation is that Phonen Chomframary was mercilessly

beaten causing grievous injuries, which led to his death.

The accused has also not denied the arrest of the

deceased. According to the evidence of the accused he joined as In-

charge Bengtol Outpost under Sidli Police Station and after taking the

charge he found from the record that Phonen Chomframary involved in

many cases involving robbery, arson, assault, rioting etc could not be

arrested till date. In earlier four cases charge sheet was submitted

showing Phonen Chomframary as an absconder. The higher authority

instructed him to arrest Phonen Chomframary. He informed source

informer and he received information in the middle of the month of

November that Phonen Chomframary is taking shelter in his father-in-

law Kandura Islary house at Ranisundari and then to avoid the Police

$r.16g;]'rrJ r' t'
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stayed in the buffalo firm during night. on 21.11.1987 at about L:00

A.M after making General Diary enrry no. 319 he alongwith one

Havildar Mr Khan, one UBC Abdul Baten, three newly recruited

constables and 1 and 1 I 2 section APTF went to arrest phonen

Chomframary. After patrolling duty on the way they reached the place at

around 4 : 00 A.M. The source informer showed them the house where

Phonen chomframary was staying. They waited for the dawn to
apprehend Phonen chomframary. The house was surrounded and before

he could give a signal he heard the sound 'dhar-dhar' and on focusing the

torch light towards the direction saw a person running from the western

side with a khr-rkuri in his hand. UBC Baten tried ro apprehend that

person ar-rd that person struck Baten with the khukuri but the khukuri

struck against the rifle of the Baten thereafter the person running away

and on the way fell down. He again got up and tried to run away and

again fell down and at that time he was caught. They searched the house

where Phonen chomframary was sleeping but nothing incriminating was

found there. The khukuri was found in the place where the accused first

fell down and it was seized. on the way to the outpost they stoppecl at

Bengtol PHC to examine Phonen chomframary but doctor was not

available. At 6:30 A.M they reached Bengtol outpost and General Diary

entry no.323 was made. At around 6:45 A.M they came to sidli police

Station alongwith the accused fromwhere the accused was sent to Sidli

Police Station for his medical examination. At Sidli police Station, the

accused lodged an FIR against Phonen Chomframary, for obstructing

them to perform their official duty and attack on UBC Baten. It r,vas

registered as sidli Police station case no. BglrgBT. The accused was

brought back from Sidli Police and it was informed that the accused was

sick and referred to Kokrajhar civil Hospital. They reached with
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Phonen chomframary at Kokrajhar at 9:00 A.M and after examination

Phonen chomframary was admitted there. The accused left the Hospital

leaving behind the escort party to guard Phonen chomframary. He met

O.C Kokrajhar Police Station who was Circle Inspector of Sidli Police

Station and narrated the fact to him. In the meantime one constable came

and informed him that Phonen Chomframary has died. At 11:00 A.M,

SDo Goswami came to Kokrajhar Police Station to conduct the inquest

on the dead body of Phonen chomframary and with him the accused

went to Kokrajhar Civil Hospital and saw the dead body of Phonen

chomframary. The inquest was conducted and thereafter post mortem

was done at Dhubri Civil Hospital where they reached at 5:00 p.M and

stayed there in the night and next day morning at 9:00 A.M the post

mortem was conducted and thereafter they came with the dead body of

Phonen Chomframary. At 1:45 P.M the accused made General Diary

entry no. 355 dated 22.t1.L987. He also lodged the FIR before the Sidli

Police Station about the death of Phonen Chomframary and UD case no.

t4l 1987 was registered.

2I. The accused further deposed that he or his staff did

not assault Phonen Chomframary and that Phonen Chomframary died of

his ailment. According to the source informer Phonen Chomframary

was suffering from some ailment for which he could not take food from

outside and was taking selective food in his father-in-law's house.

22. In cross the accused, as DW 2 stated that he has not

submitted any document regarding cases of Phonen Chomframary ; that

he has not given the evidence of his colleague staff with him on that day ;

that he has not produced any medical documents regarding the treatment
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of Phonen chomframary at sidli PHC or Kokrajhar civil Hospital ; thar

he has not produced the record of UD case no. r lLgBT and he has also

not prodllced the General Diary entry register or the extract copy of the

General Diary entry no. 355 dated 22.77.1987.

23. The evidence of the accused corroborates the

prosecution witness of Phonen Chomframary being arrested on the

earlier morning of 21.11.1987and his subsequenr death on that day itself

24. PW l-, PW 2, PW 3, PW 4 and PW 6 deposed abour

the accused alogwith his staff going ro the house of pw 2 at about 4 A.M

on that day i.e on 22.11,.7987 and brought Phonen Chomframary to

Thana. After taking out Phonen Chomframary from the house of PW 2,

the Police persons assaulted him with rifle and lathi and in the evening at

about 3 : 00 P.M they got the information about the death of phonen

chomframary. PW 2 is the father-in-law, PW 4 is the wife and pw 6 is

the elder brother of the deceased Phonen Chomframary.

25. According to PW 4 she was in the house of her

father, i.e PW 2 alongwith her husband and on that day morning police

took her husband from the house and assaulted him and took him to the

Thana. PW 2 has also deposed about the assault by the accused on his

son-in-law but ir-r his cross he stated that after hearing sound 'Dhum-

dhum' he fled away and so do his neighbours. He has not seen as to

where Police took Phonen chomframary. So he has not seen the Police

persons assaulting Phonen Chomframary.

PW 6 was not present there and he has also not seen

fl
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the arrest and assault on his brother phonen Chomframary by the police

persons. He has visited the Hospital on the next day i.e on 22.1.1.1g8T at

10 : 30 A.M and found the dead body of his brother. He heard from his

mother that his brother was arrested at around 4 : 00 A.M. so except pw

4 no one has seen as to exactly what took place at the residence of pw 2.

PW 4 has only mentioned that her husband was assaulted by the police

persons and when she intervened she was also assaulted.

27. According to the accused, Phonen Chomframary

was wanted in several cases and was absconding. From the source

information it was known that he was taking shelter in his father-in-law's

(PW 2) house at Ranisundari and accordingly he went there alongwith

staff to apprehend him. He waited there for sun rise br-rt before he could

give order he heard someone shouting 'dhar-dhar' and saw a person

running away, who fell down twice in that attempt and thereafter was

caught. If we go by the version of PW 4, the accused person came to

their house and knocked the door. After she opened the door police

persons apprehended her husband.

28, The medical evidence on record don't support the

evidence of PW 4 of assault with rifle and lathi as because no any such

injury was found on the body of the deceased excepr multiple multiple

bruise marks over right ankle joints, on the cheek and on the right toes

which support the defence version of Phonen Chomframary fell down

twice while running away and the injuries found on his body resemble

such type of injury by falling down while running. The evidence of

prosecution as well as the defence stands on the same footing and simply

because the accused has adduced evidence it should not be viewed with a
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doubt, when the defence evidence cannot

examination. There is no different yardstick

Whether prosecution/defence or Court witness

Supreme Court in the case of State of tJttar

t (2000) 4 scc s1sl.

be shaken by cross

for different witnesses.

as held by the Hon'ble

Prodesh Vs Babu Ram

29.

Defence Plea

(l) Delay of 24 days in lodging the complaint not
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properly explained ;

(ii) Accused has no enmity or prior confrontation

with the deceased as because he joined as In-charge Bengtol out post in

the month of September, 1987 and the incident is of November, 1gB7 ;

(iii) Accused wanted in different cases and avoiding

arrest and making General Diary entry no. 390 the accused went to the

village Ranisundari to arrest Phonen Chomframary ;

(iv) Phonen Chomframary avoiding Police arrest

evident from the fact that he was not staying in his house and rather

staying in his father-in-law house ;

(v) False plea taken by the defence of river erosion

for which Phonen Chomframary was taking shelter in the house of his

father-in-law ;

(vi) PW 2 has not seen the arrest as he immediately

fled away after hearing the sound'dhum-dhum' ;

(vii) PW 1 and PW 3 not believable :

(viii) Phonen Chomframary was not well and he was

immediately taken to the hospital after arrest ; and

version.

30.

(ix) Medical evidence don't support the prosecution

So far the delay is concerned this complaint case
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was filed after 24 days of the incident i.e on 75.72.1987 for the incident

of 27.11.1987. The complainant submitted that he has filed the FIR
before the superintendent of police, Kokrajhar and did not get any

response for which he has to file the complaint case before the court.

The Court called for the report from the Superintendent of police and it
was reported that no such FIR or complaint was received. It was the rluty

of the complainant to prove the lodging of such FIR before the

Superintendent of Police and should have brought in evidence the receipt

copy of the said FIR. A xerox copy of the FIR dated 21.rr.1g87 of
Rohendra chomframary (pw 6) is on the record br-rt the same is nor

brought in evidence and don't bear any official seal of receipt of the same

by the Superintendent of police or any one else on his behalf.

31. The accused joined as In-charge Bengtol Out post in

the month of September, 1987 and after his joining he came to know that

Phonen chomframary was wanted in several cases and is absconding. on
the pressure of the authorities the accused a source informer and got the

information about the whereabout phonen chomframary. The cases were

not registered during the time of the accused as he joined barely two

months ago and being so he is not supposed to have that much of grudge

against the accused for which he will apply third degree on him so as to

cause his death. He might use some sort of assault, which is generally

expected from the Police upon accused who tried to run away. But not

that they will cause death of such apprehended person. The accused by

making General Diary no. 3g0 went to arrest phonen chomframary on

getting the information of his whereabout. This is a regular general duty.

The fact that Phonen Chomframary was avoiding
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Police arrest is evident from the fact that he was not staying in his house

rather staying in his father-in-law house though the house of his parents

house was opposite to his father-in-laws house as deposed by PW 2. So

far the stay of Phonen Chomframary in the house of his father-in-law

(PW 2), there are different version about the length of his stay as well as

the reason of his stay. His wife PW 4 says that she and her husband

came there the day before on a visit whereas her father (PW 2) says that

since last one week his son-in-law Phonen Chomframary was staying in

his house due to river erosion. PW 6, the complainant and the brother of

the deceased deposed that since last three months his brother was taking

shelter in his father-in-law (PW 2's) house due to erosjon by riverAie.

33. So far the stay of Phonen Chomframary in PW 2's

house there are different version as seen from the discussions in the

above preceding paras. The reason for his stay also are different

according to the PWs. It was a month of mid November and during the

period of this month generally there is no such flood and had there been

so it was the dr-rty of the prosecution to prove the same. The parents of

the deceased are not made witness in this case. The other family

members in the house of PW 2 are also not made witness. Withholding

the evidence of these witnesses draws a presumption against the

prosecution.

34. The evidence of PW 2 is not reliable as because

what he deposed in his examination-in-chief was negated by the

statement in his cross-examination that he immediately fled away after

hearing the sound 'dhum-dhum' and he has not seen where Phonen

Chomframary was taken by the accused.
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Similarly, the evidence of PW 3 is also doubtful

because according to him at that hour of the day i.e. at around 4 : 00 A.M

he went to latrine and at that time he saw the accused and some police

persons taking away Phonen Chomframary, who was apprehended from

the village Ranisundari which is about one mil"e from PW 2's village and

this distance has come in the evidence of PW 3 himself. There can be no

reason for the accused to go all the way walking one mile from

Ranisundari to Anthaibari i.e the village of PW 3. According to PW 3

Police met him, enquired him about his house, pushed towards Phonen

Chomframary and assaulted him also. What for the accused will assault

PW 3 unnecessarily. No reason has been mentioned by PW 3 and no

reason can be inferred from the evidence of PW 3 or on record for such a

behaviour of the accused towards PW 3. The presence of PW 3 on the

road at that odd hour of the day, accused bringing Phonen all the way one

mile on foot as deposed by PW 3, that PW 3 stated during initial enquiry

UIS 202 Cr.P.C that he saw Phone being taken on naked condition which

no other witness had said so, and his exaggerated deposition that he saw

accused dragging Phone all the way and he saw blood on the head, ear

and nose makes the evidence of PW 3 doubtful and as such not reliable.

The allegation of prosecution is of assault by the

accused and other Police staff on Phonen Chomframary resulting in his

death. But the medical evidence don't sr-rpport this version. This

physical injury as seen from the evidence of PW 5 and Ext 4 (post

mortem report) are multiple bruises mark over right ankle joint, chin and

on right toes. It is mentioned in the Ext 4 that the bruises wounds

mentioned therein are not sufficient to cause death. Without medical

evidence also this can be held by general perception. As mentioned by
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the PWs not a single injury was found on the body of the deceased. The

death was caLlsed due to cardiac arrest and the same finds corroboration

from the findings of the post mortem so far the heart is concerned. It is

mentioned in Ext 4 that the heart was found enlarged and it shows

petechial hemorrhage at the interior wall of left ventricle 3/q cm X 3/q cm.

37. DW 1 (doctor) clarified that cardiac failure is for

preexisting disease and simply for multiple bruise wound over the right

ankle joint, on the chin and on right toes there cannot be any sudden

cardiac failure. Sudden tension for any reason may aggravate the heart

disease resulting in cardiac failure. So bruise wound over the ankle

joints, chin and on right toes did not cause the death of Phonen

Chomframary even if those injuries were caused by the accused. Phonen

Chomframary was suffering from heart ailment and his sudden arrest

might have caused by sudden tension which may have aggravated the

heart disease resulting in a cardiac failure. So, the medical evidence

don't support the prosecution story. The accused as DW t has deposed

that Phonen Chomframary tried to flee and fell down twice and on his

second attempt to flee he was nabbed. He also deposed that Phonen

Chomframary attacked UBC Baten with rhe khukri and the same struck

against the rifle and thereafter he tried to run away. In this respect he has

lodged an FIR before the O.C Sidli Police Station and it was registered as

Sidli Police Station case no. BglLgBT. They came to Bengtol Out post at

around 6 : 30 A.M and after making General Diary entry no. 323 left for

Sidli Police Station at around 6 : 45 A.M. From Sidli Police Station

Phonen Chomframary was sent to Sidli PHC for medical examination

and was brought back to Sidli Police Station with information that the

accused was sick and has been referred to Kokrajhar Hospital. At about
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B:00 A.M he left wirh rhe staff alongwith the accused ro Kokrajhar civil
Hospital and reached there at around 9: 00 A.M. After examination

Phonen Chomframary was admitted there.

38. In order ro bring home charge U/S 304 part II IpC

against the accused the prosecution examined six witnesses.
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As discussed above PW 2 has not seen accused

taking Phonen as he fled away after hearing the sound 'dhum dhum', pW

3 not believable and PW 6 is not an eye witness. Pw 1 saw the accused

taking away Phohen chomframary on that day at abor-rt 4:00 A.M and

he saw blood on the nose and mouth of Phonen. He did not mention of

any assault by the accused. He was coming with fire wood loaded in his

cycle at that time and while on his way towards Dhaligaon he saw

accused and other Police persons taking away Phohen Chomframary.

He was a boy of 13 years of age at that time as because when he adduced

evidence he was 26 years of age and the incident took place around 13

years ago. He stated in his cross-examination that on the way he did not

meet any other persons on the road and before that day he has not seen

Phonen for many days.

39.

40.
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After the discussion of evidence of PW l-, PW 2 and

PW 3 as above, the prosecution case rests on the evidence of PW 4, the

wife of the deceased, who claims to have been with her husband in her

father house at that time when Police persons came to their house. She

deposed that Police took out her husband from the house and assaulted

him with lathi and rifle and when she intervened she was also assaulted

and thereafter Police party took away her husband. If we go by her
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evidence her husband was assaulted with lathi and rifle but there was no

such injury on the vital part of the body of her deceased husband to cause

death. There is contradiction in her evidence with that of the evidence of

her father PW 2 as because she stated in her cross-examination that she

came to her father house the day prior to the incident whereas her father

Pw 2 stated that since last one week prior to the incident Phonen was

staying in his house. Pw 2 has not deposed that his daughter was also

staying with his son-in-law. Furthermore, the allegation of assault with

rifle and lathi as per PW 4 is not supported by the medical evidence, as

discussed above.

41.. The evidence as discussed above only proves that

the accused with his staff brought Phonen Chomframary from the village

Ranisundari as he was wanted in many cases and was absconding. Even

if the versior-r of assault on Phonen Chomframary as told by PW 4 and

PW 3 are taken to be true then also the medical evidence do not support

the death of Phonen chomframary of any such assault or injury. while

apprehending Phonen Chomframary Police might have used some force

and even might have assaulted him to some extent but there was no

injury on his person sufficient to cause death. There was some minor

injuries like bruises mark over the right ankle joint, chin and right toes

and this might have been caused by falling down also in that scuffle.

According to the defence version Phonen chomframary tried to run

away and in that process fall down twice before attacking one of the

police person named Baten with a khukri which was saved by Baten with

his rifle. In this respect the accused has lodged an FIR against Phonen

chomframary for resisting Police persons and attacking them and the

related case being no. 89/1987. There is no allegation of any assault to
;*;1$lI
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Phonen Chomframary at the Bengtol Out post or Sidli Police Station

where Phonen Chomframary was kept for some time only. The doctor

evidence is that death was due to cardiac failure and the DW 1 clarified

the multiple bruises wound over the right ankle joint, chin and on right

toes cannot be the reason for sudden cardiac failure. Being so the

defence plea that the accused was not well become probable.
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One of the cardinal principle which is always be

kept in view in the system of administration of justice in criminal cases

is that a person arraigned as an accused is presumed to be innocent unless

that presumption is rebutted by the prosecution by production of

evidence as may show him to be guilty of the offence with which he is

charged. The burden of proof the guilt of the accused is upon

prosecution and unless it relieves itself of that burden, the Court cannot

record a finding of the guilt of the accused. There are certain cases in

which statLltory presLrmption arise regarding guilt of the accused, but the

burden even in those cases is upon prosecution to prove the existence of

facts which have to be present before the presumption can be drawn. The

onus even in such cases upon the accused is not as heavy as is normally

upon the prosecution to prove the guilt of the accused. Another golden

thread which runs through the wave of the administration of justice in

criminal case is that if two views are possible on the evidence adduced in

the case, one pointing to the guilt of the accused and the other to the

innocence, the view which is favourable to the accused should be

adopted. Reference in this regard is made to the judgment of the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in the case of Shivaji Shaheb Rao Bobade ond another

Vs Srore of Moharoshta reported in (1973) 2 SCC 793.
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If the materials in prosecution witnesses are

available in favour of the accused, the court should take into

consideration in favour of the accused. The Hon'ble supreme court in
the case of Lqxman singh vs poonom singh reporred in (200a) 10 scc
94 held that the burden of the accused stands discharged by showing

preponderance of probabilities in favour of his plea either by himself

adducing evidence or by reference to circumstances transpiring from the

prosecution evidence itself. Prove beyond reasonable doubt not required

and Court can consider such plea even if the accusecl has not taken it, if
the same is available to be considered from the materials on record.

43.

44.
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The accused is presumed to be innocent and burden

lies on the prosecution to prove all the essential ingredients of the offence

beyond reasonable doubt. The cardinal principle of criminal
jurisprudence are -(i) the onus lies affirmatively on the prosecution to

prove beyond reasonable doubt and the prosecution cannot take

advantage from the weakness or false plea of the defence person while

proving its case ; (ii) in a criminal trial the accused must be presumed to

be innocent unless he is proved guilty ; (iii) the onus of prosecution never

shifts ; (iv) if the explanation given by the accused is reasonable and

probable though may not be convincing, the same is to be accepted.

Reference in this regard is made to the judgment of the Hon,ble Gauhati

High court in the case of Dhonu @ Dhanjay Debnqth vs Tripura

reported in (1999) 1 GLR 421.

45. Summing up the above discussion it is held that

prosecution has failed to prove the allegation against accused of custodial

torture leading to the death of phonen chomframary and as such
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prosecution failed to bring home the charge u/s 304 part II IpC or such

other offence against the accused sujit Saikia and as such the accused

person is acquitted of the said charge U/S 304 part II IpC and set with

Iiberty forthwith.

46. Given under my hand and the seal of this Court

on the 19'r' day of December, 2019.
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Dictated qpd corrected by me,

b%"4
( Bi49d.Krl Chbtri )
SessffifrB+uilg& nit#g*
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1-Sri Santal Narzary.
PW 2 - Sri Kandura Islary, father-in-law of the deceased.
PW 3 - Sri Anda Ram Basumatary.
PW 4 - Smti Manashi Chomframary.
PW 5 - Dr Raj Kumar Mahato.
PW 6 - Sri Rohendra Chomframary, the complainant.

Defence Witness:
DW 1 - Dr Pushpendu Das.
DW 2- Sri Sujit Saikia, accused.

Docr-rments Exhibited by Prosecution:
Ext-1 Statement of PW 2 before the Magistrate.
Ext-2 Statement of PW 3 before the Magistrate.
Ext-3 Statement of PW 4 before the Magistrate.
Ext-4 post mortem report of the deceased.
Ext-5 Complaint petition.

Material Exhibit
Nil
Defence Exhibit:
Ext A - letter dated 07.06.i988 of SP Kokrajhar.
Ext B- WT message from Police HQ Guwahati.
Ext C- Letter dated 29.11.1988.

IW,J
( Sri.B.tR.thetri )


